
Related Disciplines 
UX/UI/Interaction Design 
Digital Product & Service Design

Deadline
22 March 2022, 5pm GMT

Additional Prizes 
1 year of free Editor X Premium 
& the potential to collaborate 
with Editor X and XL Recordings 
to develop your idea into a real 
commercial website

Brief set by 
Editor X & XL Recordings

In collaboration with 
Federico Bolza (New Soil) 

Create a  
must-visit website 
experience for  
a classic  
XL Recordings  
album 

The backstory
Editor X is an advanced web creation platform 
made for designers and agencies. Together 
with XL Recordings, an independent record 
label that works with some of the world’s best 
artists, they’re on the hunt for a website that 
can become a must-visit experience for one 
of XL’s biggest classic releases and generate 
conversation and engagement with fans of new 
and old.

How can today’s technologies reinvigorate 
excitement around music from the past, incite 
engagement, and drive people to actively want 
to purchase and talk about archival releases?

What’s the challenge?
XL Recordings will be re-launching great albums 
of the last 25 years and you can be a part of it. 
You need to create a website that promotes a 
classic album (listed below), builds in new tools 
and technologies to enable audiences to interact 
with music in a way that wasn’t possible when it 
was first released, and helps the music become 
relevant to today’s audiences. It should also 
include sales of the album and merchandise (such 
as clothing, books, limited edition prints, etc.) 
drive audiences to streaming services and, where 
appropriate, other websites which sell tickets 
to gigs (Editor X offers commercial features like 
stores*, bookings and members areas).

You must select one of the following albums to 
centre your website around:

Peaches, Teaches of Peaches 
MIA, Kala 
The Prodigy, The Fat of the Land 
Bobby Womack, The Bravest Man in the Universe

Who are we talking to?
Your idea must appeal to both existing fans of 
your chosen album, and those who don’t yet 
know they’re a fan. People who love music and 
are always on the hunt for ‘the next-big-thing’ 
but might not have considered that this could 
be something from the past.

How can your website bring together these 
two audiences and use technology to make a 
human-centred experience that gets existing 
fans and people who haven’t yet experienced 
the music to want to be involved? This human-
centred approach is especially key when 
considering the fact that this audience may not 
have experienced music in the same way over 
the past two years as they did in the past (at 
festivals, parties, concerts, etc.). How can your 
site help to meet this audience’s previous needs 
of social interaction in a modern setting?

Things to think about

Realign the context 
These albums were a product of their time. 
How can your response bring them into 
the fore without changing the music itself? 

Where might history intersect with today and 
how can you play with this in your response?

Land the appeal 
With thousands of websites out there, 
consider how you might draw people to your 
online destination. What makes your website 
exciting and unique? Equally, great aesthetics 
and user experience can take an average 
website to the next level. How can you ensure 
that your website not only looks great, but is 
easy for everyone to use?

Have fun with tech 
Explore how you might be able to integrate 
new and emerging technologies into your 
web design to give people the ultimate 
experience. In a world that is becoming ever 
more digital, how can technology be used 
in a human centred way that meets our 
emotional needs, especially with something 
as emotive as music? 

Bring people together 
EditorX is passionate about collaboration and 
wants to see this passion reflected in your 
response. Music is something that unites 
us. How can you integrate the experience of 
togetherness in your build and get people 
talking about the experience? 

Consider the where 
The way people use websites can really vary, 
especially across the audience spectrum. 
Make sure you think about how and where 
your audience might use their website, and 
make sure it is responsive to these different 
environments.

The important stuff
You must create a responsive website that 
celebrates the anniversary  of an XL artist’s 
album (Teaches of Peaches, Kala, The Fat of the 
Land or The Bravest Man in the Universe), gets 
people talking and drives track downloads and 
ecommerce sales of records and merchandise. 
 
Present: 
 
Your website. Clearly explain your idea, how it 
would work, and the technologies used.

Your creative process. How you arrived at your 
solution; key insights from your research; a 
convincing rationale for your focus and design 
decisions. 
 
You should consider using EditorX to build your 
site, or develop your own site from scratch 
using HTML, CSS and PHP. Whichever you use, 
make sure you tell us how you made it in your 
supporting information.

What and how to submit: Read Preparing 
Your Entries before you get started for full 
format guidelines.
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Main (essential):

Either a presentation video (max. 2 min) OR 
JPEG slides (max. 8), showing your solution. You 
must also provide a URL to view your website 
(this can be password protected).

Optional (judges may view this if they wish):

Interactive work (websites, apps, etc); if your 
main piece is JPEGs, you can also submit video 
(max. 1 min total); if your main piece is video, 
you can also submit JPEGs (max. 4).

Further Information

*When building a store using Editor X you will 
be prompted to ‘Connect Payment Methods to 
your Site’. Simply click ‘No thanks’ and submit 
your website. No payment methods should be 
connected.

Editor X 
editorx.com

Editor X Academy - Master Editor X 
editorx.com/academy

Editor X Intro Webinar 
youtube.com/watch?v=mdWHYvQoY8g

Editor X Commercial Features 
editorx.com/features/business-ecommerce

Editor X Collaboraton Tool 
editorx.com/collaboration 
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